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No professional in the art world will have failed to notice 
the extraordinary progress made by the young artist 
Paris Giachoustidis in 2020, the very reason behind the 
decision to offer him a solo exhibition at 68projects. 
Since graduating from art academies in Thessaloniki and 
Berlin, Giachoustidis has been constantly at work and 
has participated in a number of group exhibitions. 

Giachoustidis’ early works clearly display a dose of 
healthy ambition – something which every new artist 
needs to have in order to put their own stamp on their 
art. 

He has a profound and thorough knowledge of both 
classical and contemporary art, and while we can clearly 
discern the influence of certain famous painters in his 
work, this is, in fact, entirely natural. What matters most, 
is that he never allows himself to fall entirely under the 
influence of his favourite artists. You might be able to 
identify traces of famous master painters in his pictures, 
but Giachoustidis never loses his own artistic autonomy. 
His vision and thought process are extremely laconic, 
figurative and unexpected, and this is how he has 
managed to grab the attention of the art world. 

Social media and modern technology clearly shape – 
and generously supply – both the topics and artistic 
choices of Giachoustidis’ paintings. He’s a sensitive, 
and intensely intuitive and emotional individual, and the 
COVID-19 pandemic, which has unexpectedly unleashed 
itself on humankind, has clearly been an especially painful 
experience for him. However, the shock has also helped 
to cohere new conceptual and philosophical directions 
in his art and, as a result, his latest works have acquired a 
radically different expressiveness and force. 

The profound and thought-provoking pictures that we 
present to you at this exhibition are lively, attention-
grabbing and full of bold surprises. The atmosphere that 
the artist creates speaks of aesthetic beauty, but at the 
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same time lacks nothing in terms of irony or humour. 
The artist has managed to elicit new emotions from the 
viewer, to destroy old stereotypes and generate new 
perspectives. Giachoustidis’ series of works, which at 
first glance can seem simplistic or casual, creates an 
irresistible aura, drawing viewers in and engaging them 
in dialogue with the work. 

His landscapes, executed in acrylic paint and involving 
active human figures, offer a sense of aesthetic beauty. 
The figures are carefree and derive pleasure from their 
interactions with their surroundings, as well as with 
each other. Before the COVID-19 pandemic, it was hard 
to imagine that this God-given gift of interaction could 
be in any way limited or suppressed. Now, though, as 
we stand before the reality of being shut up in our own 
homes and our daily lives have become so much more 
colourless, Giachoustidis’ latest works fill the viewer with 
a forceful sense of renewal.  

Paris is shown to be a master of colour, and his gradation 
and shading in green and blue is absolutely exceptional. 
The texture of his skies and forests seems almost to be 
breathing gently, creating an entirely radiant effect. The 
sun-lit meadows, mountains and rivers, as well as the 
electric light of a campsite or forest in night time, make 
the viewer a witness of some celebratory mystery. 

This exhibition is a serious step forward for a young, 
emerging artist – one that will hopefully form the 
foundation of a successful artistic career. It is our 
great pleasure to open our gallery space to such an 
adventurous and honest artist – one whose paintings are 
able to instil a renewed sense of wonder in a beleaguered 
audience. 

Mamuka Bliadze 

Artist Director 
Galerie Kornfeld Berlin 

68projects Berlin
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URLAUB IN DEUTSCHLAND

100 x 125 cm
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BURNING DOG OUT OF CONTROL

48 x 36 cm
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DER KNOCHEN UNTER DEM GRAS

48 x 36 cm
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14 TAGE GASSI GEHEN

86 x 125 cm
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ICH GEHE WANDERN OHNE KOPF

48 x 36 cm
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UPS

48 x 36 cm
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

48 x 36 cm
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LIFE’S PRISMA

72 x 125 cm
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GUT VORBEREITET

48 x 36 cm
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VERSCHMUTZUNG - UND ANDERE SUENDEN

56 x 42 cm
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WIR HABEN ALLES DABEI

48 x 36 cm
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OHNE HANDTUCH AM BERGSEE

94 x 125 cm
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DIE SONNE SCHEINT UNTER DEM WATZMANN

90 x 70 cm
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BELLEVUE BERLIN

90 x 70 cm
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PSYCHEDELISCHES WOCHENENDE

65 x 110 cm
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DER BLITZ VARIATION 2

48 x 36 cm
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DER BLITZ DES EROS

48 x 36 cm
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MELTING IN ICE

48 x 36 cm
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About 
Paris Giachoustidis

Paris Giachoustidis

Education

Solo shows

Group shows (selection)

1990 born in Serres, Greece, lives and works in Berlin 

2015 ‑2018
Diploma with Prof. Werner Liebmann
and Master of Arts, with Prof. Friederike Feldmann,  
Weißensee Kunsthochschule Berlin, Germany

2008‑2013
Bachelor and Master’s degree, with Prof. Ioannis Fokas 
at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece

2021
Urlaub in Deutschland, 68projects, Berlin

2018
Comments in Red, Zina Athanassiadou Gallery, Thessaloniki

2020
Art Walk/Art Athina, Zina Athanassiadou Gallery, Thessaloniki / Athens

2019
L’ARTISTE ET LES COMMISSAIRES, LAGE EGAL, Berlin
Paris Giachoustidis, Irina Ojovan, Johannes Daniel, Russi Klenner Gallery, Berlin
All out, KWADRAT GALLERY, Berlin
Looking for a D**K, SchauFenster – Art space, Berlin

2018
Last dance, Autocenter, KINDL-institute for contemporary art, Berlin
Side effects, Bayer Kulturhaus, Leverkusen
PNOH/Breath, Greek Emerging Artists, Helexpo, Thessaloniki
Junction, Kosmetiksalon Babette, Berlin
Not in the mood to save the world, CODEX, Berlin
Demi-gros, Safe Gallery, Berlin

2017
Böse Blüten, art center Bethanien, Berlin
La table ronde, DISKURS, Berlin
Berlin Masters, Max Liebermann Haus, Berlin
Drag & Drop (book edition project), Hamburger Platz, Berlin
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Awards

Residencies

Performance
Curation

Press relations

2020
NEUSTART KULTUR_bildende Künstler*innen, Stipendium, Stiftung 
Kunstfonds, Bonn

2018
24. National price for art students, Bundeskunsthalle, Bonn (Nomination)

2017
Kunstpreis Haus am Kleistpark, Capriccio, Berlin (Winner)

2016
DAAD price for foreign students (Nomination)

2018
Ionion arts center, Kefalonia, Greece

2017
Can-Serrat, International art Residency, Barcelona, Spain

2018
Too early, Co-Curator, Kosmetiksalon Babette, Berlin
Junction, Curator, Kosmetiksalon Babette, Berlin

2017
Viva arte viva, central exhibition Biennale di Venezia, participation 
performance and video for Yorgos Sapountzis, Arsenale, Venezia

2019
Introducing Paris Giachoustidis / Coeur et art, November 2019

2017
Licht und Feuer (Winner Paris Giachoustidis) / Der Tagesspiegel, September 2017
Kunst Heute Berlin / Interview magazine, Mai 2017
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